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RHETORICAL BALANCE IN ARISTOTLE'S DEFINITION 
OF THE TRAGIC AGENT: POETICS 13 

The most recent attempt to explain Aristotle's use of 6papria in Poetics 13 is 
that of T. C. W. Stinton (CQ N.S. 25 (1975), 221-54). Stinton insists that 

A&papria must not be restricted to any one definition, but should be understood 
to include a 'range of applications' embracing both moral error and 'ignorance 
of fact' (p. 221). To determine what 6papria must mean in Po. 13, Stinton relies 

upon a detailed examination of usages of l&apria and its cognates in the moral 
and ethical writings of Aristotle. This approach is, of course, not new; it was used, 
among others, by van Braam, Hey, and Glanville, and more recently by Ostwald 
and Bremer, with varying results.' Neither the arguments of these scholars for 
various particular meanings of 4papria, nor Stinton's effort to embrace them all, 
however, seem to satisfy the context in which the term appears. In fact, &papria 
has been studied as if it could be divorced from other ethical terms present in 
the immediate context, and from the arrangement - that is, the rhetorical 
structure of balance and contrast - in which these terms are related to each 
other. It is the aim of this paper to analyse the entire definition of the tragic 
agent (1453a 7-10) for the relation of &lapria to the other ethical terms in the 
definition, and for the rhetorical structure of the whole sentence. In the absence 
of other determinants this may well be the best source of evidence. It is also the 

only source still insufficiently explored.2 
Aristotle's stipulations for the perfect plot in tragedy (1452b 28 ff.) are well 

known. The finest kind of tragedy must have a plot complex in nature, which 
imitates events arousing pity and fear. Since the events depicted must arouse 
these emotions, three possibilities for the general outcome of the plot are un- 

acceptable: (1) virtuous men (ntmetuKe) should not be shown changing from good 
to bad fortune (• e)rvxita eic 6ovarvXia); much less (2) should bad men (1ox- 
Oripork) be shown changing from bad fortune to good; nor even (3) should a very 
bad man (od66pa 7rorzpd6v) be shown changing from good fortune to bad. Only 
the third of these possibilities could satisfy our natural sympathies (r6 Otx~v- 
Op&.nrov), and, more importantly, none of them would be either pitiable or 
fearful. To be fearful the plot must involve an agent like ourselves; to evoke 

pity the plot must involve an agent who experiences undeserved misfortune. 
At this point (1453a 7) Aristotle takes up the kind of character ideally 

suited to generate a tragic plot, and it is this sentence we would like to scrutinize 
- not immediately for the meaning of duapria, but for the meaning and position 

1 P. van Braam, 'Aristotle's use of 
'Apapria', CQ 6 (1912), 266-73; O0. Hey, 
'AMAPTIA', Philologus 83 (1928), 1-17, 
137-63; I. M. Glanville, 'Tragic Error', CQ 
43 (1949), 47-57; M. Ostwald, 'Aristotle on 
Hamartia and Sophocles' Oedipus Tyrannus, 
Festschrift Kapp (1958), pp. 93-108; 
J. M. Bremer, Hamartia (1968), pp. 4-64. 
Hey and Bremer trace &Aapria and its 
cognates from Homer onwards, while van 
Braam and Glanville concentrate on specific 
passages from the Nicomachean and 
Eudemian Ethics. Bremer and Hey, judging 

by the high frequency of ia'apria (or 
cognate) meaning 'mistake' in the other 
treatises of Aristotle, conclude that &Aapria 
has this meaning in Po. 13. Glanville and 
Stinton find in the review of a&Lapria and its 
cognates in Aristotle too diverse a 'range of 
meanings to conclude with certainty that in 
Po. 13 it means only 'mistake'. For a dis- 
cussion of Ostwald's views see pp. 64 f. below. 

2 The other terms in the definition 
were treated briefly by A. W. H. Adkins 
(CQ N.S. 16 (1966), 78-102). 
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RHETORICAL BALANCE IN ARISTOTLE'S DEFINITION OF THE TRAGIC AGENT 63 

of the terms surrounding that famous word. The definition of the tragic agent 
falls naturally into four units.3 (1) 6 'pre &perij 6taipWv Kai 

6tuat•oaui, 
(2) 

4Irre && KadiaV Kac t'oXOrpiaV p' eracidXXcov ei ri? v 6vurvXiav, (3) &XXd 6' 
&papriav 7rwd, (4) r7CV v &PleydciX 668 6vrowv Kai te)rvyiq. It seems to us that 
the pairing of nouns in clauses (1), (2), and (4) is significantly balanced, and 
helps to define the isolated term &paprla in (3); and that (4) is not an after- 
thought, as scholars have sometimes held, but an essential element of a 
carefully constructed definition in the form 

not a b, 
and not c d, 

but x, 
and e f, 

where ab, cd, and ef are meant to be considered both in relation to each other, 
and to x. 

We shall begin our discussion with an analysis of the pairing of terms in (1). 
The first qualification of the tragic agent is that he must not be outstanding or 
specially distinguished (6ta#pcrov) either in virtue or in justice. In the second 
book of the Nicomachean Ethics (1105b 19 ff.) Aristotle gives a formal defini- 
tion of iOK'i &perr', beginning with its generic classification. aperi? is distinguish- 
able from emotions like pity and fear, which do not involve choice, and from 
capacities, which are for the most part innate (E.N. 1106a 3-10). dperi4, neither 
involuntary nor innate, is rather a disposition ("tqc) which must at once make a 
man good and good at performing his natural functions (1106a 22-4). In this 
regard &per'i is the mean not only of emotion but also of action, and through 
the observance of this mean we can avoid deficiency and excess, as well as all 
other forms of error (r6 o&paprdvewl 1106b 16-29). &per', then, is a disposition 
of the soul by which a man chooses a proper course of action and deals pru- 
dently with his emotions (1106b 36-1107a 2). Since it governs action, dperTT 
becomes practically synonymous with 5ucatoovmr, the second term in (1). 
Aristotle clarifies the fine distinction between these two terms in another 
section of the Nicomachean Ethics (1129b 26 ff.). 6uatoo6zV is perfect 
&penrr, not in its absolute sense, but dper~ 7irpo6 repov (1129b 26-7, 1130a 
10-13). While it does not exhaust Aristotle's thoughts on 

5tHatootv?, 
this 

differentiation is significant for the context of Po. 13, in which both terms 
figure so closely. In clause (1), then, Aristotle qualifies the moral character of 
the tragic agent. He must be lacking (but not completely lacking) in two ethical 
dispositions, one absolute (dperd), and one co-operative (6tKatoovr?.It is not 
sufficient for his downfall that he should be virtuous in himself but ignorant of 
his social obligations; or that he should be formally and perfectly just to others 
but lacking in inherent virtue. The two terms in (1) are chosen to supplement 
each other. 

Now let us turn to clause (2), Eprj7e td Karcla Kai 
poxOrppiav perap3iXov eiq 

3 Although in general the Poetics 
appears to be written in a haphazard manner, 
important definitions like that of the tragic 
agent show deliberate construction. Similarly 
the definition of tragedy (1449b 24-8) is 
carefully laid out by Aristotle in a quadri- 
partite structure, with every element except 

the last having received an earlier treatment 
in the Poetics. See Gerald F. Else, Aristotle 's 
Poetics: The Argument (1957), pp. 221-32. 
It is clear from the Topica (1395 12-140b 
26) that Aristotle regards clarity of language 
and succinctness as two necessary elements 
of a well-constructed definition. 
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64 DAVID ARMSTRONG and CHARLES W. PETERSON 

7rv 6vovXiavw. Although the grammatical structures linked by MrTe ... pi.re 
shift here from a dative of the respect in which the man is not distinguished to 
a prepositional phrase describing the cause of his ruin, the emphatic parallelism 
is obvious enough. It is generated by the repetition p7re ... Ka~l/p/r7Te ... Kai, 
and underlined by the word order, which gives Kaxia and poxOl7pta a primary 
position in the second clause. Indeed it is emphatic enough that the reader may, 
if he likes, understand both the literal meaning that the agent falls 'neither 
through KaKia and poxOpp'a', and the meaning, suggested by the juxtaposition 
of these terms with those in (1), that he is no more 'distinguished' for these 

qualities than he is for &dperr and ~tKatoo6rrl. That, of course, is implied already 
in the stipulation that the agent is pemra6 and not 

au66pa trompdO. However, 
although the parallelism of these terms is evident, it is not possible to establish 
a more exact double antithesis, in which &petrr corresponds to KaKta, and 

uKatooa'M to poxOhp&ia. The former pair of terms are assuredly opposites, as the 
disposition KaK a consists in the very same extremes of which &perT7 is the mean 
(E.N. 1106b 3 3-4). poxOlpia, however, seems not to be a disposition opposed 
absolutely to &uiatoaizm; according to Aristotle's general usage it is more often a 
variant term for KaKcla itself, and its presence is perhaps more significant as a 
balance to paired terms in (1) and (4), and a contrast to the single term dApaprIa 
in (3), than in itself. 

When we turn to (3) dXXad S' ap/apriav r7Vd, we can see first of all that a clear 

opposition to clause (2) is intended by the formula 'not a but b'. The emphasis 
which &.uapcr&a receives from this construction is amplified by the absence of 
a pair term in (3) to balance the sets of words in (1) and (2). In this regard we 

agree with Adkins that 'the form of this distinction, as Aristotle expresses it, 
gives great emphasis to 6C' &papriavr 7Cd' (p. 89). Dawe (p. 93) and Stinton 

(p. 225), who find no such emphasis, are clearly not considering the rhetorical 
form of the whole sentence. Lucas seems right in saying that 'he chose the 

present form to bring out a contrast between a moral and a non-moral cause of 

tragic action ...'4 But surely, also clause (1) is as strongly contrasted with (3) 
as (2). That is, the apapria and the fall are not caused by the agent's moral 
defects, but neither are they rendered improbable or repulsive by his outstanding 
virtues. 

Thus far we suppose that most, if not all, modern critics of the passage 
would agree. The two most interesting questions which remain seem to us (1) 
the choice of the word ap/apr7a: does it have the same meaning as apdprprla, a 

particular error or mistake, or is it a disposition of character to make such 
errors, as Ostwald argues;5 and (2) is &papr7a completely divorced from moral 
considerations, or can it be brought into line with Greek morality in general 
and Aristotle's in particular by some other line of argument? 

It is quite plausible that dpaprna in clause (3) could simply refer to a single 
error, as it does in numerous contexts elsewhere in Aristotle. In this regard 
Ostwald fails to the extent he insists that puapria cannot refer to a particular 
act (= pdiprrlpa) on the basis of what he observed to be a 'remarkable degree 
of consistency' (p. 104) in Aristotle's use of t6iapria and aidprpIa. Yet the 

point Ostwald raises about the possibility of &gapria meaning more than 'a 
particular mistake' has not been sufficiently answered by recent scholars.6 It 

4 D.W. Lucas, Aristotle: Poetics (1968), 
pp. 143-4. 

s M. Ostwald, op. cit. (n. 1). 
6 Other than Bremer, discussed below, 
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RHETORICAL BALANCE IN ARISTOTLE'S DEFINITION OF THE TRAGIC AGENT 65 

is not enough, as Bremer does, to cite examples of Aristotle using d6iapria to 
refer to a mathematical or scholarly error, or to offer a generalization that in 
the plural &aapria refers to a number of individual mistakes.7 Ostwald main- 
tains that A&apria in Po. 13 refers to a disposition which gives the tragic agent 
'the capacity of making mistakes'.8 He argues that Aristotle's choice of apapria 
instead of &dyipripa in this passage would thus be in line with the usual dis- 
tinction in Greek between noun forms in -ta and -pa. The weight of Ostwald's 
argument, however, rests not so much on this distinction as on the parallels he 
offers for 6p apria in Po. 13, which are more relevant than Bremer's counter- 

examples. In E.N. 1148a 3, for example, Aristotle uses apapria in the same 
context with dKpaaoia and KaKia: 7l /7ev 'Vyp aKupaULa oieyeral ov)X cz qapap-ria 
pdvov hhXd Kai d~t KaKw a tlc. In this phrase &papria appears as the middle 
term between two dispositions, the latter of which is one of those present in 
(2) of our definition. Surely it makes better sense to understand that lack of 
self-restraint is censured as a 'proneness to make mistakes' rather than 'a 
mistake' (in a particular instance).9 Furthermore, the formula 'not only a but 
even b', where upapria is a and KaKia b, demonstrates that at least one type of 
proneness to error is less reprehensible than Kauda. Similarly in Po. 13 the con- 
text of the definition seems to tell us that auapria, whatever its exact nature, 
does fall short of, and consequently may be distinguished from, the disposition 
KaKia. Such a distinction is worth making in the definition of the tragic agent, 
chiefly because a propensity to error may also be characteristic of the wicked: 

pyvoetl pv o iv r&a 6 poxOr~po6 d et•- rpdTTre V Kai jv &cEK7TEOV, Kai Ltd Ti7V 

rTotavTv 
Apapriav dlKOt Kai 0wc aKot 

,ivouat 
(E.N. 1110b 28-30). Here 

&papTria 
refers to a mistake-making propensity which must embrace excess and 

deficiency, a disposition opposite to &per-r and almost identical to KaKia. Clearly, 
then, there is a sense in which apapra may be ascribed to the wicked (and may 
itself be a moral term), and a different sense in which it may denote a propensity 
to error which is less objectionable than Kaxa, and hence distinct from that 
characteristic of the poxO77pod or KaKdC. In this regard, perhaps the best argu- 
ment in favor of Ostwald's interpretation of &papra is the structure of rhetorical 
balance and emphasisio which we have observed in (1), (2), and (3). In the 
absence (partial or total) of the four moral dispositions in (1) and (2), Aristotle 
would then be requiring a disposition which is intermediary between the two 
sets of moral terms, and in itself without moral force. 

Supposing we are right in preferring Ostwald's interpretation of apapTia to 
Bremer's, however, it remains to enquire what sort of disposition to error is 
involved, and from what source it comes. Clause (4) of the definition, TcWv •v 

aeyd•j0 bo637j urwv Kai e)7vxitav , has usually been treated by scholars as a mere 
pendant to the definition, requiring high social status of all tragic agents, not 
merely the ideal one in question. But it seems to us that it is in fact this clause 
that offers the vital specification that is needed about the nature and source of 

only R. D. Dawe (HSCP 72 (1967), 120-1) 
states objections to Ostwald's interpretation 
of &papria. Stinton (p. 236) in disputing 
Ostwald merely refers to Bremer's inadequate 
discussion, though he does defend Ostwald 

against at least one of Dawe's criticisms. 

7 Bremer, op. cit., p. 55. 
8 Ostwald, op. cit., p. 104. 

9 Bremer (p. 55) seems to abet more 
than hurt Ostwald's case when he unaccount- 
ably inserts 7rL after &papria in this passage. 

10 This is not to deny that the emphasis 
on clause (3) would not be as great if 
a&paria is really the equivalent of &SpiprrT7pa 
in this context. 
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66 DAVID ARMSTRONG and CHARLES W. PETERSON 

this disposition to err. That clause (4) can be taken in chiastic opposition to (1) 
is suggested by the parallel word order, with the participles between the two 
nouns: 

(1) 6 AL7re 
dpery, 

6ta(pcop Kai &'aLaooUdti 
(4) rwo v tv e'ydkX 56 6vicrv 0ai 0iOrvxi. 

In that case, 
peyxd•l 

and 5tagdpcpv are also parallel (i.e. the agent does not 

possess great virtue and justice but does possess great reputation and prosperity). 
Aristotle would then be requiring a tragic agent whose 665a and e7vyXi.a in life 
are to some degree above his true character. Or, to put it another way, though 
only a pemra?) rTorco1v 

in the moral world, he is of great eminence in the world of 
fame and prosperity. We think it can be argued, from Aristotle's general discus- 
sions of the moral effect of 665a and ev'7vXia on men of less than perfect virtue, 
that 6d0a and 

ev'rVXia 
can themselves be the source of error-prone states of mind. 

Of the terms in (4), ebirvxca is the more sufficiently defined in Aristotle's 

writings. Aristotle emphasizes the difference between ev'TrvXLa and ebbatLAovia in 

both his Nicomachean and Eudemian Etbics. While ebi5atovia is an activity of 
the soul (E.N. 1098a 12-20; E.E. 1219a 35-9), it cannot be sustained without 
external goods, which are the mark of evirvXya (E.N. 1099a 30-2; 1099b 6-8). 
On the other hand, although evu7vtca is the material condition which always 
accompanies the absolute activity, e&6aLovia, it may also occur without the 

latter. e67vxla is nowhere in Aristotle considered an activity of the soul: rather, 
when it occurs apart from eb)aluovia, evTrvXia is the product of an irrational 

impulse which makes men succeed illogically (E.E. 1247b 1-1248a 15). Such 
irrational impulses are not of human origin, but are dispensations from the gods 
(E.N. 1179b 21-3; E.E. 1248a 25-33). In the context of Po. 13, eiTrvXia is then 
an extrinsic condition which consists in the acquisition of goods which do not 
form part of the content of dpetrr. In spite of the fact that (1) stipulates that the 

tragic agent must not have great &per'i or tKaulatooJl, he nevertheless in (4) has 

great extrinsic prosperity, as the result, perhaps, of divinely-inspired impulses. 

660a (= fama) does not receive a detailed treatment in the ethical treatises 

of Aristotle, in all probability because the implications of the term were a 

philosophical commonplace in his own day." In the Nicomachean Ethics 
Aristotle finds 665a objectionable as an index of a man's real worth because it 

represents the judgment of the majority and because this judgment is based 

only on superficial appearances (E.N. 1179a 13-16). The common man seeks 

560a from all quarters, and because 665a for him is not an end in itself so much 
as a means to acquire further benefits, it is sought from those who are capable 
of rewarding him (E.N. 1159a 18-21). Those who are wise will seek to attain a 

good 566a only from the good and knowing, as a confirmation of their own 
virtue (E.N. 1159a 22-4). As a consequence such men will act in accordance 

with dpermT even if their actions do not result in a good 66~a, in the ordinary 
sense (E.E. 1216a 19-22). For Aristotle, then, 60da may be an unworthy 
substitute for &pe-r and an inaccurate gauge of it. 

" The possibility that a disparity could 
exist between a man's 660a and his personal 
worth, unthinkable in the morality of 
Homer, was generally recognized by the 
fourth century. So it was not difficult for 
Glaucon to imagine the perfectly just man 
with the 566a of perfect injustice, and his 

opposite, the perfectly unjust man with the 

6d6a of perfect justice (Republic 361 a-d). 
It is interesting that in this passage we find 
the phrases T v pe-eyLarr v 66av and 566av 

reyv Aleytlrrav, which resemble the opening 
of (4) b vc-y E XY 66'. 
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Thus the type of tragic agent Aristotle's stipulations call for may be under- 
stood as follows. He is the sort of man who is distinguished in respect of what 
Aristotle commonly calls r- ~Kr6C, without being distinguished in the virtues of 
mind and conduct which should ideally accompany reputation and fortune. 
This means that, although as specified in (2) he is not markedly vicious, and thus 
below our sympathy, he is to a certain extent more vulnerable than he should be 
to reversal of the same destiny that brought him his good fortune. 

It remains to show that the possession of great 60da and ei'rvxia without the 

corresponding virtues can be a cause of qpiapria. Here many different texts can 
be offered in proof, for both Greek popular morality and the writings of Aristotle 
insist on nothing so much and so frequently as the tendency of the wealthy and 
the fortunate to forget their mortality and their weakness, and to consider them- 
selves secure from misfortune when, by merely being human and alive, they 
cannot be. 

The idea that wealth and power in the hands of ill-equipped and irresponsible 
men could result in ruin is familiar to us from the early poets. Solon carefully 
distinguishes dpe-rR, a fixed human quality not subject to reversal, and irXotfroq, 
which is implicitly unstable and often leads in a progression from Kopoq to if3ptq 
to ultimate dr77.12 The t63pet Solon ascribes to the prosperous is not caused by an 
inherent baseness of character, but by a combination of good fortune and lack of 
mental excellence: 7TKrE YapP Kdpo i60ptv 6rav 7roX)6 6N"poo Errrat/l&vOp& 

rotL 

06rdaotqe 9n v6do dprwoo V (Sol. 6 3-4). The latter passage from Solon is not only 
quoted by Aristotle (Ath. Pol. 12.2), but also paraphrased and glossed in an 
Aristotelian fragment (R 57): Kre ydp Yc, i5 otv 17rL iapooqida, Kopo gv ijOptv, 
&rau•6evaia 

6i Per' oviaa dvotav.13 In this statement we see the essence of 
Aristotle's criticism of the rich and fortunate. Their chief characteristic, ijptc, is 

proverbial, but the danger they represent to themselves and their state lies in an 
unhealthy combination of power and lack of intellectual training. 

This gloss of Solon's thought is but a part of a larger Aristotelian fragment 
which survives from Stobaeus and independently in a papyrus recently edited.14 
It is, on excellent grounds, considered a part of Aristotle's Protrepticus, and 

Diiring in his edition of the fragments argues convincingly that R 57 (= Diiring 
B 2-5) belongs to the opening of that work.15 We know that Aristotle, at the 
beginning of this treatise, used an elegant paradox: he congratulated the addressee, 

I2 Sol. 13, 15 (West). 
13 It would appear that Aristotle's man- 

ner of glossing the proverb of Solon is 
influenced by Plato's definition of tragedy 
at Phil. 47 d ff. Plato says that tragedy in 
life and on the stage is caused when ignor- 
ance and power are joined (&-yvota -yp i 
g•v rCov lixvp6oV CXOp & r Kai aaoXpd6; 
aXaaepa yLp KaL roe i?TXaq abr-i rE KaL 
iuat etKdveC airr etluai 49c 1-3. Perhaps 
the manuscripts are right in reading dvoca 
rather than t-yvota. The latter is Cornarius' 
emendation, which must be made no less 
than five times (38 c 8, 48 c 2, 49 c 2, 49 
d 9, 49 e 6), mainly to bring the sentence 
quoted into line with the neighboring dis- 
cussion of -yVOtL avrlv (48 c-d). Plato 

himself says at Tim. 86 b that &vota com- 
prises both iavia and &daOla, so there is 
perhaps some reason why the MSS. reading 
should be followed; in addition, cf. the uses 
of &vOrdroC and &vol-raivetv at Phil. 12 d and 
49 b 1. In that case, there may even be a 
verbal echo of the Philebus in Aristotle's 
fragment. But whether we read dyvoca or 
ivota, what Plato is defining seems to us very 
close to what Aristotle means by d&apria. 

14 Stob. iii. 200 Hense; The Oxyrhynchus 
Papyri iv. 666. 

15 Ingemar Duiring, Aristotle's Pro- 
trepticus: An Attempt at Reconstruction 
(Studia gr. et lat. Goth. xii, 1961). For the 
purposes of this discussion we use Diiring's 
numbering of the fragments. 
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King Themison of Cyprus, on having acquired irXoTrooc and 6Sda, not because 
these acquisitions are valuable in themselves, but because they are assets in the 
study of philosophy (B 1). Dilring believes that the fragment containing the 
Solonian proverb followed the opening almost immediately to demonstrate that 
external goods without purity of soul and education lead to misfortune. Examples 
of mere prosperity bringing on ruin are meant for our observation so that we 
may see that happiness does not consist in riches (6et rV tro6Trwp COepobWrac 
&rTVxLav yewtv Kai vopietv -l V r' veatloviav oUK v rO 

7 roXXa KeKrTUOcatL yiyveo- 
Oat p&aXXov i7v & TC 7 

rcr r T OvXvta &cuetlOat B 2). Just as the body which is 
dressed in splendour but unhealthy within cannot be considered happy, so the 
man who is decked out in external goods but is himself worthless cannot be said 
to experience true happiness (rdv rotoLrov dvOpcwrov eVSalpova q rpocayopevrTov 

eorT, 
O)K (iV roiqC Krod rU Xa4L7rppCq KeXOpr77pJyvoq, avrTod pr6evkde tto' cwv B 2). 

Those possessed of many external goods value those possessions more than the 
goods of the soul; hence they are pathetic because their worth in possessions is 
greater than the worth of their own nature (ol 7rXgovoC &wiav rV KrTOtv elvat 

uovpPrP377Kev 7r iiac 00oaewo, 6MOXoov 
o 6ov' delvat 6 e vop?ewtv B 3). It is in this 

context that the Aristotelian gloss of Solon occurs. The proverb may be that 

Kdpo' in the fortunate produces i0pptq, but Aristotle adds that divota is produced 
in them when lack of education is yoked with power. In fact, he says, for those 
who are not virtuously disposed in soul, wealth (or strength, or beauty) cannot be 
considered in the class of good things. These conditions only hurt those who do 
not have the wisdom to deal with them, and the wealthier an uneducated man is, 
the more hazardous the 'advantages' of wealth are to him (,roaoCrw Lpeio Kai 
7rXeiC rdv KEKertp/1vov PXdinrovotv, ('&z) dvev 

pov•oaewC mrapayvwvcrat B 4).16 In 
the fragments B 2-4 we may have the basic meaning which is implicit in the 
definition of the tragic agent in Po. 13 - namely, that a man having great eriv)Xa 
and 68da without sufficient dperCT or Stuatooar7 is inevitably liable to develop a 
mental deficiency, &dtapria (= dcvota), which ultimately causes his fall to mis- 
fortune. It is perhaps significant that B 2-4 also contains instances of theatrical 
imagery which may help explain why Aristotle thinks such events in a play 
educational. In real life, Aristotle implies, a rich but not particularly virtuous 
man seems decked with splendid riches in a manner reminiscent of the tragic 
stage(XapirpcJq KeXopr7y7rpvoq B 2).'7 And the pathetic spectacle (Oeopobvraq B 
2) of the prosperous falling from power helps us to see that riches are not an end 
in themselves, and not valuable except to educate the soul in virtue. Aristotle 
seems to envisage the rich and fortunate of myth and history acting out their own 
downfall for our enlightenment. Indeed, Diiring even conjectures that the missing 
bridge between the beginning of the Protrepticus and his fragment B 2 may have 
mentioned myth (i.e. the traditional subjects of tragedy) as a source of exempla 
for the moral point Aristotle is trying to make.'8 Whether that is so or not, it is 

16 Cf. E.E. 1248b 27 ff., where Aristotle 
makes a similar statement about the harmful 
effects wealth and good fortune may produce 
in men of insufficient wisdom. 

17 The metaphorical use of xopryelTv, and 
in particular of Kexopy77y77,voC roqL 

CKrro 
&-yaOoi and the like is common enough in 
Aristotle (e.g. E.N. 1101a 15, 1117a30, 
1179a 11); cf. the similar use of &xop7y7rnroq 

E.N. 1099a 33). In the more elevated style 
of the Protrepticus and emphasized by 
XapirpCoq, it seems more a 'live' metaphor 
than elsewhere. 

18 Diiring (op. cit., pp. 176-7) para- 
phrases what must have been included in 
the missing section of the Protrepticus par- 
tially as follows: 'Both from your knowledge 
of myth and history and from personal 
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evident from the fragments we do possess (B 2-4) that the same discrepancy 
between internal and external worth implied in the structure of Po. 1453a 7-10 
is singled out by Aristotle as the cause of a fall from good to bad fortune. 

It cannot be coincidence that similar damning descriptions of the rich, 
reputable, and unwise occur in the Rhetoric precisely in the sections we are 
always taught to consider most relevant to the Poetics: the discussions of pity 
and fear (1382b 2-1387a 5). Aristotle defines as one of the elements involved 
in fear the expectation that misfortune might befall us. Consequently, those 
who consider themselves beyond the reach of misfortune, at any one time or for 
all time, are incapable of anticipating fearful things (Rhet. 1382b 29-33). In this 
class Aristotle especially identifies men in great prosperity and reputation, in 
language which is strikingly similar to (4) of our definition: oUK o'lovrwat 6• raOe~v 
dv oiT7e ol CV evruXtl atCpeydXatL OvWreC Kai 5oKoVw'e (Rhet. 1382b 35-1383a 1). 

The phrase oi & ei)rvXiatqe peydXatq 6vwreq is reason enough to consider the 
attributes of this group in the Rhetoric pertinent to the tragic agent, who is 
one TCv &V pevydkXU 66~d bvrvw v Kai eirvXig. These are insolence, contemptuous- 
ness, and rashness (boptorai Kai 6XWyCpot Kai Opaaek (7rotetl e roto6roov rXoToOro 

oXi) 
niroXvAtXia S6tvatpt) Rhet. 1383a 1-3). Characteristics such as these not only 

tend to reduce the possibility of the fortunate man feeling fear, but they also 
interfere with his capacity to feel another emotion essential to tragedy, pity: 
oire ot Orepe-v6aqovelv oldevot (•Xeobaw), &XX' 4ppiTovaov (Rhet. 1385b 21-2). 
Those who are most capable of feeling a moderate (i.e. the right) amount of pity 
and fear are, among others, the educated, for they are skilled at reckoning what 

might happen to them (o& zrerat6evpvot 
- el667torot ydp Rhet. 1385b 27-8). On 

the other hand, the fortunate but uneducated man feels less pity and less fear 
not only because of his ib3ptq, but also because he is unable to reckon what fate 

may have in store for him (ir' & 
v O3ptortaKi3 6taOoaet (Kai 7yp oL-otL cXdytLrot 

To) IreioeoOa 7r) Rhet. 1385b 31-2).'9 It appears, then, that pity and fear, the 
very emotions which tragedy most of all works upon, are deficient in the figure 
Aristotle describes in Po. 13. If we remember that 

dper'/, 
the disposition the 

tragic agent is not distinguished in, is the mean of emotions like pity, fear, and 
anger, it is easy to see why the tragic agent might stray from a middle course in 
human emotion. He seems naturally inclined to become deficient in some 
emotions (pity and fear), and excessive in others (anger and insolence). It is 
clear from the passages we have already cited that ii6ptq is one of the most con- 
sistently mentioned attributes of the rich and fortunate.20 But Aristotle also 
clearly identifies anger as an emotion which easily exceeds the limits of proper 
indignation in men of high standing. 6py• is the emotion which characteristically 
arises in men who believe they have a right to be held in high esteem by those 
inferior to them in wealth and power (Rhet. 1378b 34-1379a 4). Moreover, if 
such men are accustomed to receiving honour from their inferiors, they become 
angry when they sense that their reputation is dwindling (Rhet. 1379b 4-6). 
Excess in insolence and anger, as well as deficiency in pity and fear, seems to be 

experience you will remember instances of 
pride coming before a fall: you have seen 
men who have put too much faith in wealth, 
good fortune, and power and met with a 
sudden change, a uerapoh/ 70to Plov C 

ebrvxiac etkC &rvXutav. The greater their 

success was, the deeper they felt their 
failure and bad fortune . .' 

19 Cf. Rhet. 1391a 33-1391b 1: brep77- 
Oavdorepot giv obv Ka &Aho'ytord6repot 6t 
7Iv ebr-vxtav. 

20 Cf. Pol. 1295b 6-20. 
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characteristic of any man who is (a) uneducated in dperr• and (b) rcv &v •peydciX 
6dJ 6brc&v KaiL C)rvXi•.21 

It seems evident, then, that the &Aapria of the tragic agent consists in his 

capacity to stray off course in both his reasoning and emotions. This dpapria 
in part results from his lack of distinction in &perr? and 6uaatoov'l, but that con- 
dition alone will not produce the dpyapria necessary for tragedy. Such dLapria 
must occur in a character whose high fortune and public acceptance involve him 
in situations where his &papria has important consequences (d&/apria leycdXr7, 
1453a 16). Whatever proportions this alpapria assumes in the tragic agent, it 
must not be so severe as to become indistinguishable from the form of &ugapria 
which is synonymous with Kaxia (E.N. 1110b 28-30). Only by staying within this 
limit may dtpapria still arouse our feelings of pity and fear. 

Though this interpretation of diapria differs somewhat from that of Dawe, it 
does not contradict his perceptive thesis (independently formulated by Bremer, 
and accepted with some modification by Stinton) that &tpapria is the Aristotelian 
term for poetic and tragic dry.722 What Dawe failed to mention in his discussion 
of drr and c4apria was the strong association in tragedy and early Greek poetry 
of drT and 60ptq, and, in turn, the association of iipput and 6NVoc' (= ebrVoia). The 
paradigm for Solon and the tragedians (and Herodotus for that matter) may be 
stated thus: wealth and good fortune (= Rdpo', 63poc) beget iptL, which leads to 
mental blindness (drr?) and brings about the fall of the great. Aristotle's paradigm 
is a little more complicated but is in essence the same. Wealth and good fortune 
in the hands of those who, because of a lack of education in dperrd and 

6tuaoovri7, are ill equipped to deal with prosperity, produces in them a characteristic 
tendency to miss the mean in their thinking and in their emotional state. It is 
not simply that E6trxia begets ijptq and iipptq leads to a mental blindness (dry), 
but that e'trvxj a and irat6evaoa in virtue beget an erroneous state of mind and 
an erratic emotional state which ultimately brings misfortune. This is Aristotle's 
prescription for the tragic plot and for the tragic agent who must fall in such a 
way as to arouse our emotions. Indeed, the reason we feel some confidence in our 
rhetorical analysis of Aristotle's definition is that the sentence now presents us 
with such commonplaces as Aristotle, and most Greeks, believed to be the 
foundation of wisdom. Oedipus' &papria, through which we see him falling into 

6vurvoia, is indeed, as Dawe argued, what an earlier stage of Greek thought 
would have called his drir. But this drr is partly caused by that success and high 
reputation at Thebes which made Oedipus forget, until trouble came, the anxious 
pursuit of his identity and fate which was so important to him before he 
triumphed over the Sphinx and won the kingship. &yuapria finds expression not 
only in his ignorance but in his over-confidence concerning his powers of detec- 
tion and in his princely arrogance to Tiresias and Creon. Fate may indeed punish 
a successful man's roseate view of his own character and future far beyond 
anything he could be said to deserve. Because such a man, not perfectly rteurcu, 
is like us he inspires fear; and because he does not deserve his suffering he inspires 

21 By now it should be obvious how our 
interpretation of Po. 13 differs from that of 
Adkins (op. cit. (n.2), pp. 98-9), who 
believes Aristotle's tragic agent must be 

LucTttKl T rCoV E• y Eh,4 O 
6IJr 6jV7rwV K t 

evrvX 
q.. 22 Dawe, op. cit. (n. 7), pp. 89-107). 
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pity. And we learn from his fate, which embodies truth Ka06•ov, the beginnings 
of wisdom: OvrYrdt popEWv.23 

The University of Texas at Austin DAVID ARMSTRONG 
CHARLES W. PETERSON 

23 We are very grateful to Professors A. A. 
Long, Michael Wigodsky, and Michael 
Gagarin, as well as the two referees, for 
their criticisms and their assistance in 
improving our presentation of this paper. For 
its central thesis, and for any faults that 

remain, we are of course responsible. We 
regret that it was not possible for us to see 
John Moles, 'Notes on Aristotle's Poetics' 13 
and 14, CQ N.S. 29 (1979), 77-94, in time to 
take account of it in our discussion. 
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